Energy derived from food is a precious resource to animals. Those finite calories are often well-earned through exhaustive foraging effort, which can dominate waking hours, to support physiological processes (e.g., body maintenance and growth) and ecological necessities (e.g., predator avoidance and courting) that are pertinent to the production of progeny. So, it is unsurprising to find that animals have evolved strategies to guard against the gratuitous waste of hard-won caloric energy. Yet, it remains surprising to find such diversity, and elegant creativity, in those solutions. Brief examples of energy-saving innovation could include the very shape of animals and how they move, from streamlined swimming sharks to skyward-soaring seabirds; or the evolutionary appearance of various states of dormancy, such as endothermic animals sacrificing high body temperature through modest (torpor) or severe (hibernation) curtailments to metabolic heat production. Another reversibly dormant state with energetic benefits is sleep.

As with torpid and hibernating animals, a sleeping animal assumes a restful posture, often closes both eyes (when it has eyes), surrenders awareness of its surroundings, and its metabolism slows. Unlike torpor and hibernation, however, animals sleep each day, can be woken more quickly and with less frenetic stimulation, and the lowering of metabolic rate is less pronounced. Even so, it has long been recognized that the energy savings arising from a night’s sleep in an adult human is the caloric equivalent to a cup of low-fat milk. Don’t misinterpret! This is not said dismissively of paltry waste produced by brain tissue. But recognizing that the energy savings arise from a night’s sleep in an adult human is the caloric equivalent to a cup of low-fat milk. Don’t misinterpret! This is not said dismissively of paltry waste produced by brain tissue. But recognizing...
for the confounding effect of body mass, is decidedly negative. Species with a relatively high metabolic rate sleep less than those with a lower relative metabolic rate. Put another way, species with relatively high metabolism are awake more, presumably to carry out wake-related activities, such as foraging, to sustain their demanding energetic requirements. Accordingly, herbivores, whose nutrient-poor diet requires voluminous consumption, are awake more than carnivores. These relationships might imply that the energy gained through foraging is valued more than the energy saved by sleeping. Nonetheless, this is a bird’s-eye view of evolutionary outcomes. Observations on individual species, including birds, might provide more specific and nuanced insight.

Energetic economies of avian sleep
Here, we focus attention on three compelling case studies of animals with variant solutions to a sleep–energy problem. First, a recent study on garden warblers (Sylvia borin) found an original, and probably widespread, trade-off between body condition (or energetic state) and sleep depth. The garden warbler is a small songbird, similar in size to a house sparrow, and a long-distance migrant. Each spring, the typically diurnal warblers switch to flying at night during their migration from north Africa, over the Mediterranean Sea, to Europe, where they breed. Many birds stop to seek respite on the island of Ponza, 100 km to the west of Naples, before continuing northward. Upon landing on Ponza, some birds are lean (less fat and muscle), and others are more robust. Interestingly, warblers adopt different sleep postures depending on their energetic state. Robust birds, with their surplus energy reserves, sleep with their head facing forward. In doing so, they maintain a higher metabolic rate than leaner birds and lose added heat through their exposed head, but they also respond more quickly to an acoustic playback of the sounds of crunching leaves, which mimic the sounds of an approaching terrestrial predator. Conversely, leaner birds, depauperate of energy stores, sleep with their head tucked into the feathers over their back. They enjoy an energetic savings via heat conservation and lower metabolic rate, compared to untucked birds, but show slower responsiveness to the playback sounds. In this way, body posture provides a window into each bird’s priority during sleep: energy conservation versus anti-predator vigilance (Figure 2A). Presumably such decisions are made to maximize reproductive success.

Pectoral sandpipers (Calidris melanotos) are avian extremists. They are small, trans-hemispheric migratory shorebirds. In austral autumn, the birds leave the southern hemisphere and fly above the Arctic circle to breed under continuous daylight of the midnight sun. The breeding season is short, just three weeks, and intense. Males establish territories from which they deter marauding males and court fertile females with hopes of maximizing paternity. To fulfill those hopes, some males become super-active. In the most extreme case, one male was active more than 95% of the time for 19 days. Males are not entirely sleepless, however. Recordings of brain activity of birds on their tundral territories reveal that super-males sleep some, albeit not much; some just 10% of the 24-h day. This sleep is packaged into hundreds of naps each seconds or tens of seconds long, and characterized by the most intense form of non-REM sleep. Only after females are occupied incubating eggs do males decrease their vivacity. Is it worth it? Absolutely! Males that sleep the least — and expend the greatest energy in near-continuous activity for Figure 1. Evolutionary breadth of sleep.
Here we see a pruned phylogenetic tree of the animal kingdom, emphasizing the nine most species-rich groups, including chordates (represented by the mouse), echinoderms (starfish), arthropods (honey bee), nematodes (roundworm), annelids (earthworm), mollusks (octopus), platyhelminths (flatworm), cnidarians (upside-down jellyfish), and poriferans (sponge). Together, these nine groups constitute 95% of all animal life. The outer-most green circle, and inner yellow and blue arcs, denote animals, animals with a nervous system, and animals with a centralized nervous system, respectively. Sleep has been observed in animal phyla marked by ‘zzz’, including brainless jellyfish with their radially diffuse nerve net; unmarked phyla have yet to be studied by sleep scientists. Illustrations by Laura X. Tan.
three weeks — interact with the most females and ultimately sire the most offspring (Figure 2B).

The great frigatebird (*Fregata minor*) is another Herculean derived dinosaur. They are well adapted to life aloft. Fregatebirds are large seabirds with very long, pointed wings best suited to soaring. They are adept at finding and exploiting marine thermals to minimize the energetic cost of flight. Fregatebirds, however, are not well adapted to life on the sea. Short legs, poorly developed foot webbing, and inadequate waterproofing make taking off from the water difficult, and even momentary contact with the water can be lethal. To catch food the birds rely on large sub-surface predatory fish and cetaceans to drive prey, such as flying fish and flying squid, near, or above, the surface of the sea. This is a rather unpredictable and ephemeral food resource, however, and the birds must travel long distances (thousands of kilometers) over long periods (weeks and months) without alighting on the water. Fregatebirds do not become entirely sleepless during this time at sea. While it is true that the birds sleep very little — less than any sandpiper — they obtain their sleep while soaring (Figure 2C). Here, the birds engage in REM and non-REM sleep, including a cetacean-like ability to engage in non-REM sleep with one-half of the brain at a time. Importantly, this sparse sleep strategy is not a fixed feature of frigatebirds: when the birds return to their nest, they sleep nearly 13 h per day. Thus, frigatebirds, like sandpipers, endure sustained wakefulness for extended periods of time, seemingly without detriment.

**Energy conservation, allocation, or both?**

Energy savings during sleep have long been recognized. Not surprisingly, energy conservation as a hypothesis for the function of sleep enjoys an equally long history. Under this idea, sleep saves energy by reducing metabolic rate, and by not doing something more demanding. As clearly demonstrated by garden warblers (Figure 2A), the energy saved by a sleep strategy must be weighed against the heightened vulnerability the strategy demands. More broadly, sleeping carries many costs: the loss of awareness brings forth increased risk, but there is also a so-called missed
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**Figure 2. Sleep strategies with energetic consequences.**

(A) Migratory garden warblers can adopt one of two sleep postures. Robust warblers sleep with the head forward (left) and endure higher metabolic costs, but this affords a faster response time to acoustic stimuli; lean warblers sleep with the head tucked over the back (right), and in doing so, save energy, but respond to sounds more slowly. (B) Intra-sex variation in wakefulness in male pectoral sandpipers breeding in Alaska predicts reproductive success. Males that are awake the most sire the most offspring. (C) Female great frigatebirds undertake long foraging sojourns over the ocean to provide food for their chicks. During these flights, they sleep just a sliver of the 24-h day, just 0.7 h (left). Upon returning to the nest, the birds sleep 18 times as much (right). Illustrations by Laura X. Tan. The sandpiper painting was inspired by a photograph taken by Katharina Kapetanopoulus, Max Planck Institute for Ornithology; line graph is from Lesku et al. (2012) Science 337, 1654–1658.
opportunity cost by not engaging in another adaptive behavior, such as foraging, territorial defense, courting, sex, or provisioning for young. Under the energy conservation hypothesis (or indeed any hypothesis for the function of sleep), the benefit of sleeping must be greater than the sum of these costs.

Does sleeping save energy? Yes. Energy savings during sleep have been measured in diverse animals from cats and rats to fishes and flies. As mentioned earlier, the calories saved for humans following a night of 8-h sleep amounts to a cup of milk. Yet the energy conservation hypothesis struggles to explain the existence of, and alternation between, multiple sleep states in some animals. Rather, this hypothesis assumes that sleep is a passive process whereby biological functions are globally downregulated compared to the waking state. Much research shows just the opposite. Sleep is a highly active state wherein some biological operations are upregulated. Notably, the REM sleep state itself is difficult to reconcile with the energy conservation hypothesis.

During REM sleep, brain metabolism and temperature increase during a time of vivid dreaming where numerous dynamic processes take place, such as the consolidation of emotionally rich memories, sensory-motor integration, and reproductive physiology as evidenced by penile erections in human males and rodents. The upregulation of biological processes is not limited to REM sleep. Non-REM sleep is associated with neural plasticity, protein synthesis, cellular housekeeping, and repair. Finally, it could be argued that if saving energy is the raison d’être for sleep, then there are better dormant states (e.g. shallow torpor) to achieve that lauded aim.

Although the energy conservation hypothesis has some support and intuitive appeal, its limitations have led to alternative proposals. The adaptive inactivity hypothesis puts forth that sleep is a strategy to keep an organism out of harm’s way when it is outside its temporal niche of specialization. This is an interesting idea because it implies that sleep, not wakefulness, is the safer state. But sleeping is dangerous, and attacks on sleeping animals have been documented (and are almost certainly under-reported). Adaptive inactivity, by itself, cannot explain why sleep would be favored over restful wakefulness where astute awareness and rapid responsiveness could be maintained. Moreover, adaptive inactivity, like the energy conservation hypothesis, does not provide a clear rationale for two sleep states in birds, mammals, and a handful of other animals. Lastly, if we accept the premise that sleeping is safe, then sleep would again be the wrong strategy, as torpor would be equally safe, but with enhanced energy savings.

In contrast to these ideas, the energy allocation hypothesis proposes that sleep–wake cycling has evolved to balance energy savings during sleep with energy acquisition (or more broadly, niche exploitation) while awake (Figure 3). In this way, the alternation between sleep and wake promotes energy optimization by coupling certain biological processes to certain behavioral and physiological
states. Sleep saves energy via reduced metabolic rate — and also by state-dependent metabolic partitioning. Mathematical modelling suggests that consigning metabolic processes to either sleep or wake can increase energy savings four times over the observed metabolic rate reduction alone.

The energy allocation hypothesis overcomes the limitations of other energy-centric hypotheses, and is consistent with the view of sleep as an active physiological process (Table 1). Consider REM and non-REM sleep: these two states can be viewed as alternative energy allocation strategies in which unique menus of biological processes are up- or downregulated. REM sleep promotes a cost-neutral energy allocation to favor activation of the nervous system by sacrificing thermoregulatory defense. Heat production to sustain high body temperature in birds and mammals is the most energetically expensive process. Perhaps not surprisingly, (unequivocal) REM sleep, and associated cessation of thermoregulation (panting, shivering), is found only in endotherms. Consistent with expectations under the energy allocation hypothesis, the lateral hypothalamus promotes REM sleep in mice at the moment the environment warms to their most comfortable (thermoreutral) temperature, as if to make better use of available energy when thermoregulation is no longer needed. Accordingly, as observed in mice and man, individuals engage in more REM sleep bouts, and shorten inter-REM sleep intervals, as ambient temperatures approach thermoneutrality. In contrast, REM sleep precipitously decreases (much more than non-REM sleep) as ambient temperatures deviate from thermoneutrality. Overall, the energy allocation hypothesis suggests that selective pressures have driven resource optimization strategies that manifest as species-specific phenotypes of sleep architecture. These species differences may include not only the timing of multiple sleep state cycling, but also the type of functions that coalesce during the state(s) of sleep.

**Conclusions**

Not only is food energy a finite and fundamental resource ultimately needed for procreation, but organisms have a finite capacity to process food, even when abundant. Therefore, selection favors resource optimization. Animals typically use energy only frugally, and as such, have an arsenal of energy-saving strategies, including sleep. Sleep is an evolutionarily widespread state, found even in brainless polyps and jellyfish, and may have evolved to alternate high energy expenditure and acquisition (wake) with truncated energy use (sleep) during which unique menus of metabolic processes become upregulated and downregulated. Indeed, sleeping animals save energy by slowing metabolism and generally avoiding more energetically taxing behaviors, but also amplify energy savings by partitioning biological functions by state.

Diverse strategies for balancing energy requirements have been observed. Mammals with higher relative metabolic rates, and herbivores, are awake longer, presumably to spend more time in labour intensive foraging for their low-quality forage. When faced with energetic shortfalls, garden warblers adopt energy-saving postures and sleep more deeply. In this way, warblers divert stretched resources away from anti-predator vigilance and tap into the energetic benefits of sleep, presumably to reallocate some of those energetic savings to maintenance and repair. Conversely, pectoral sandpipers and great frigatebirds recognize the significant missed opportunity cost of sleep, and instead endure the energetic burden of near-continuous wakefulness for weeks. That said, these are all natural systems, in which solutions have been shaped by selection. As human populations expand, the frontiers of urban spaces move outward, transforming natural ecosystems into modified environments. Species inhabiting such places might struggle to find energetically adaptive solutions. For instance, light pollution disrupts sleep in birds, which must compound their metabolic demands. How diurnal animals cope with unnatural nocturnal wakefulness is unknown, but important for understanding how cityscapes influence animal physiology and health.

Hypotheses have been proposed to explain the variety of energy optimization strategies. The energy conservation hypothesis has appeal, but fails to acknowledge the dynamic, energy-consuming features of sleep, or to explain the existence of multiple sleep types. The energy allocation hypothesis is an attractive amendment, because it adds an energy-saving mechanism — state-dependent metabolic partitioning. In doing so, it explains variant optimization strategies that manifest as divergent sleep amounts, and in some animals, more than one kind of sleep. Going forward, more study is needed to reveal the full diversity of sleep–wake strategies, which will bring forth a more complete understanding of the energetic costs and benefits of sleep.

**Table 1. Contrasting three energy-centric hypotheses for the function of sleep.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Amount (% of energy saved)</th>
<th>Emphasis</th>
<th>Role of multiple sleep states</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy conservation</td>
<td>&lt;10%</td>
<td>Reduced MR</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive inactivity</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
<td>Predator avoidance</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy allocation</td>
<td>20–30%</td>
<td>MP and reduced MR</td>
<td>Energy optimization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: MR, metabolic rate; MP, metabolic partitioning. Calculations of energy saved are based on 8-h sleep per 24-h day.
Elastic energy storage and the efficiency of movement
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Movement is an integral part of animal biology. It enables organisms to escape from danger, acquire food, and perform courtship displays. Changing the speed or vertical position of a body requires mechanical energy. This energy is typically provided by the biological motor, striated muscle. Striated muscle uses chemical (metabolic) energy to produce force, to move this force over a distance to do work, and to do this work within some time to generate power. The metabolic energy consumed in producing these mechanical outputs is a major component of an organism’s energy budget, particularly during repetitive, cyclical movements. This energy could otherwise be used for maintenance, growth, and reproduction. Hence, fitness may be enhanced by improving locomotor efficiency — the ratio between work done and metabolic energy consumed. This may be achieved by reducing the need for muscle to do work, and by increasing the efficiency with which muscle does work.

Early work on locomotor efficiency measured mechanical energy fluctuations and the metabolic energy consumed in animals moving at various speeds. The results of these experiments were puzzling: locomotor efficiency seemed to be far higher than the efficiency measured in isolated muscle. In addition, large animals seemed to be more efficient than small animals. Either there were experimental errors, or an additional source of mechanical energy, one that varied systematically with body size, had been overlooked. Elastic elements — biological springs — were identified as a suspect because they can cyclically store and release mechanical energy. In this primer, we discuss if and how biological springs can reduce muscle work and power demands during cyclical movements such as flight, running, and sound production, and whether these reductions decrease metabolic costs. We examine evidence for elastic energy storage and associated changes in the efficiency of movement across vertebrates and invertebrates, and hence across a large range of body sizes and diversity of spring materials.

Mechanical energy fluctuations in cyclical movements

Changing the speed or vertical position of a body part or the center-of-mass of the body requires changes to its kinetic (E_{kin}) or gravitational potential (E_{gp}) energy, respectively. Any change in energy requires work. This work is typically done by muscle. When muscle actively shortens, it does positive work, which increases the energy of the body. When an active muscle is lengthened, it does negative work, which dissipates the mechanical energy of the body as heat.

Many biologically important movements occur cyclically, for example, downstrokes and upstrokes of wings during flapping flight, swinging of legs during terrestrial locomotion, and vibration of internal membranes during sound production. Such cyclical motion is often associated with characteristic fluctuations of the kinetic and gravitational potential energy of the moving body. A textbook example is walking in bipedal animals, which is often likened to the motion of an inverted pendulum: the kinetic energy of the center-of-mass is maximal when the gravitational potential energy is minimal and vice versa. These out-of-phase energy fluctuations enable a cyclical exchange between E_{kin} and E_{gp} without the supply of work by muscle; walking is energetically efficient because it is controlled forward falling. But not all cyclical movements share such favorable energy fluctuations. For example, in running, E_{kin} and E_{gp} of the center-of-mass characteristically fluctuate in-phase during stance, suggesting that muscle has to do positive and negative work with every step. There is, however, another energy form which may help to reduce muscle work demands: elastic energy.
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